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ment the loan program. The grants
will support quality project prepara-
tion, capacity building and institu-
tional development, and economic
and sector work.

Establishing the Tonle Sap
Basin Management
Organization
The Tonle Sap Lake forms a natural
floodplain reservoir in northwestern
Cambodia. It is fed by two main
perennial and numerous erratic
tributaries, and is drained by the
Tonle Sap River into the Mekong
River near Phnom Penh. However,
when the level of the Mekong River
is high, the flow of the Tonle Sap
River is reversed and nutrient-rich
water is pushed into the lake, raising
its level by up to 10 meters and
increasing its area from about 2,700
square kilometers in the dry season
to 9,000–16,000 square kilometers in
the rainy season. This unique hydro-
logical cycle and the vast area of
seasonally flooded low forest and
shrubs that it creates result in a very
high biodiversity of fish, reptile,
bird, mammal, and plant species. The
lake supports a huge human popula-
tion through its enormous fisheries

Cambodia Country
Strategy and Program
Update

T
he Asian Development Bank
(ADB) plans to lend about
$239 million to Cambodia over
the next three years, according

to the Country Strategy and Program
(CSP) Update for 2004–2006 endorsed
by its Board of Directors. The Update
is based on the last full CSP, prepared
in July 2000. It proposes 12 loan
projects totaling about $58 million,
$71 million, and $110 million in
2004, 2005, and 2006, respectively.
The final allocations will depend on
country performance and resource
availability from ADB’s Asian Develop-
ment Fund, and are subject to the
approval of ADB’s Board of Directors.

In late 2003, ADB and the Gov-
ernment began drawing up a new
CSP to sharpen the focus on poverty
reduction, with more emphasis given
to the Tonle Sap Basin. Projects to
sustain and improve livelihoods in the
flooded area of the Tonle Sap Lake
and to improve the social and natural
environment at Chong Kneas, among
others, are included in the three-year
program.

Technical assistance totaling about
$11 million for 19 grants will comple-FU
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productivity1  and provides the last
refuge for some of Asia’s most globally
significant biodiversity. Additionally,
the flooded areas offer seasonal
breeding and nursery grounds and
forage areas for fish that migrate to
the Mekong River, thereby providing a
regionally vital resource.2  The Tonle
Sap Lake also helps control salinity
intrusion and conserve mangrove
forests in the Mekong Delta by acting
as a natural reservoir, from which
water drains during the dry season.3

The catchments provide water for
irrigation and human consumption,
and are themselves home to rare,
sometimes endangered, species.

However, population4  and
development pressures are rising and,
despite its inherent richness, most
poverty indicators around the Tonle
Sap Lake are even more negative than
those that characterize the national
population as a whole, or other rural
areas of Cambodia. In half of the
villages, between 40% and 60% of
households live below the official
poverty line,5  with a peak of 80% in
some areas. Adult literacy is only two
thirds of the national average. Many
households have no land and are
entirely dependent on fishing and
foraging, although access to fishing
areas is often disputed. There is a

disproportionately high level of
female-headed households that are
less resilient to shocks—particularly
health problems—because of the
multiple functions of women in
communities.

Each threat to the environment
and biodiversity of the Tonle Sap
Basin has multiple root causes, the
severity of which determines the
speed and manner in which they can
be addressed. Immediate threats
include overexploitation of forest
resources, dry season encroachment
and land clearance of the flooded
forest, increasing resource needs of
an expanding population, over-
exploitation of fish and wildlife
resources of the Tonle Sap Lake, and
changes in water quality and siltation
rates. To address these threats, the
Government nominated in October
1997 the lake as a biosphere reserve
under the Man and the Biosphere
Program of the United Nations Educa-
tional, Scientific, and Cultural Organi-
zation (UNESCO) and established the
Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve Secre-
tariat in September 2001 as a focal
point of environmental management.
In November 2002, ADB approved a
loan and supporting technical assis-
tance for the Tonle Sap Environmen-

1 The lake’s fisheries provide 40–70% of the protein intake of Cambodia’s population, nearly 50% of which depend on the lake’s
resources directly or indirectly, while about one million people live in fish-dependent communities.

2 Many fish species, including the all-important trey riel, migrate between the Mekong River and the Tonle Sap Lake, using the river
for spawning and the flooded forest for growth and maturation.

3 The Tonle Sap Basin contributes 6.4% of the average annual flow of the Mekong River.
4 A growth rate of 2–2.5% per year will more than double Cambodia’s population by 2025.
5 The poverty line is the per capita expenditure needed to secure an intake of 2,100 calories per day.
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Planning, development, and management
of specific land, water, and biotic
resources should be decentralized at an
appropriate level responding to basin
boundaries.
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tal Management Project. Recognizing
the complexity of the agents of
change, ADB concluded that infra-
structure development and natural
resource management should be
considered from the perspective of
the basin as a whole, which includes
all or part of 8 of the 20 provinces
and 4 municipalities of Cambodia.6

ADB’s initiative is consistent with its
water policy and a world-wide trend
toward managing land, water, and
biotic resources within a framework of
basin units, as demonstrated by the
establishment of the International
Network of Basin Organizations,
which has more than 100 members.
ADB’s CSP Update, 2004–2006 for
Cambodia reflects this basin-wide
approach, which ADB expects to
pursue over a 10-year horizon.

Addressing threats to the Tonle
Sap Lake requires an integrated, cross-
sectoral, cross-boundary, and multi-
disciplinary institutional framework
that operates at the basin level.
Currently, the Cambodia National
Mekong Committee (CNMC), with a
membership of 10 ministries and a

linkage with the Mekong River
Commission, is responsible for
promoting basin planning that recog-
nizes the interconnectedness of
social, economic, and environmental
factors. It houses the Tonle Sap
Biosphere Reserve Secretariat. CNMC,
however, has experienced difficulty
with institutional arrangements.
Typically, line agencies define goals in
quantitative outputs, not outcomes,
for the subsectors in which they work.
Furthermore, the Government since
1996 has been implementing a
program of decentralization and
deconcentration, which culminated in
February 2002 with the first-ever
commune elections. Local govern-
ments and communities are increas-
ingly involved in natural resource
planning and management. The
benefits are clear, but devolution of
authority over resources increases the
risk that actions in one province can
impact others. Ensuring appropriate
participation demands the establish-
ment of a structure that involves all
stakeholders. In 2003, CNMC began to
canvass local governments and com-

munities toward forming a
basin management organi-
zation congruent with the
Mekong River
Commission’s Basin Devel-
opment Plan.

Basin management is
not about command and
control. It is about harmo-
nizing activities of various
natural resource planners,
managers, and users so that
their actions consider
impacts on resource flows
and the needs of others.
Achieving this requires
creating institutional
processes through which
these flows, needs, and
impacts can be identified
and shared by the full
range of stakeholders.
Critical to this is establish-
ing a structure for planning
and management at the
basin level, which promotes
effective dialogue between

planners, managers and users of
natural resources, across different
levels of government, and across
administrative boundaries. River
parliaments in India and polder water
boards in the Netherlands are two
examples of how societies integrate
management of land, water, and biotic
resources. Where and how such
organizations can be established
depends on the sociopolitical context,
legal and institutional arrangements,
economic situation, and, not least, the
resource characteristics of particular
basins. The form and span of authority
of such organizations differ. But
effective basin management organiza-
tions are characterized by their ability
to coordinate planning, contribute to
its implementation, and provide a
neutral body to monitor and report
achievements to stakeholders.

The Tonle Sap Basin is a complex
and fragile ecosystem that is (i) crucial
to the livelihoods of more than a
million people living on and around
the Tonle Sap Lake, (ii) the primary
source of protein for much of the
population, (iii) a breeding, nursery,
and forage area for fish of the Mekong
River Basin, and (iv) a biodiversity
reservoir of global significance. Its
management requires the right
balance among social, economic, and
environmental factors.

In November 2003, ADB approved
an advisory technical assistance to
design, and plan the development of,
the institutional framework for
integrated basin planning and man-
agement. Its primary output will be a
basin management organization
design. Another output will be the
outline of a long-term technical
assistance road map for establishing
and effectively operating the basin
management organization. A third
output will be the specification of a
first technical assistance to support its
establishment.

ADB will finance the technical
assistance, on a grant basis, for
$135,000. CNMC will be the executing
agency. The technical assistance will
be implemented in January–March
2004. �
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6  The Tonle Sap Basin covers 67,600 sq. kilometers in northwestern Cambodia (38% of Cambodia’s total area).
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Central Policy and Planning Financing Infrastructure Stakeholder Awareness
Government Coordination Operation Participation Raising

Role

AUTHORITY
Germany No Yes Yes Yes Reservoir, Local Government Very strong
- Emsch Cooperative flood control,
- Wahnbach Association pumps,
- Ruhr Association wastewater

Mexico Yes Yes Yes Yes Canals, State Strong
Comision Nacional reservoirs, Government
de Agua pumps Representatives

The Netherlands No Yes Yes Yes Dykes, canals, Basin Very strong
Water Boards pumps, Parliament

wastewater Elected Council

United Kingdom Yes Yes Yes No Water supply,  Local Strong
Water Authorities wastewater, Government
(1973–1988) reservoirs, dykes Representatives

United States Yes Yes Yes Yes Power None Very strong
Tennessee Valley generation,
Authority reservoirs, dykes

COMMISSION
Australia Minor Yes Yes Yes Minor State Government Very strong

Murray-Darling Representatives and
Commission Key Community

Groups

China, People’s Minor Yes Yes Support Some Regional and Strong
Republic of Prefecture

Tarim Basin Government
Leaders

France Minor Yes Yes Yes No Basin Parliament Very strong
Agences de l’Eau Local Government

Representatives

International No Yes Minor No No National Strong
Rhine Commission Government

Representatives

United States Minor Yes Yes No No Local Government Strong
Delaware River Representatives
Commission

Viet Nam Yes Yes Yes Support No Central Ministries Very strong
Red River Basin and Provincial

Officials

OTHER MODELS
England and Wales Yes Yes Yes Yes Minor None Very strong
- National River

Authority (after 1988)
- Environmental

Agency  (after 1995)

Germany Yes Yes Yes Yes Minor Local Strong
Various Government

Representatives

Mexico Yes Advisory Yes No No Central Government Very strong
Lerma Chapala State Government
River Basin Council Water Users

Models of Basin Management Organizations
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ment. It seeks to
develop an
understanding of
the factors that lie
behind people’s
choice of liveli-
hood strategy and
then to reinforce
the positive
aspects and
mitigate against
the constraints or
negative influ-
ences. Its core
principles are that
poverty-focused
development
activity should be
people-centered,
responsive and
participatory,
multilevel,
conducted in
partnership,
sustainable, and
dynamic. The
livelihoods
approach is a way
of putting people
at the center of
development,
thereby increasing
the effectiveness
of development
assistance. To this
end, the technical
assistance will
build a picture of
rural livelihoods
in the flooded
area of the Tonle Sap Lake and
formulate options for enhancing and
developing the asset base of the rural
poor.

The technical assistance will be
implemented in two phases. Using
the livelihoods approach, it will first
acquire a wider and better informed
view of the opportunities, constraints,
objectives, and interactions that

I
n October 2003, ADB approved a
technical assistance to prepare a
project to sustain and improve
livelihoods in the flooded areas

of the Tonle Sap Lake. ADB and the
Government of Finland will finance
the technical assistance, on a grant
basis, for $1.26 million.

Despite the inherent richness of
the ecosystem, human population
and development pressures are
increasing. Most poverty indicators in
the five provinces that surround the
Tonle Sap Lake are worse than those
that concern the national population
as a whole, or other rural areas of
Cambodia.

The challenge is to focus on the
multiple aspects of their livelihood
assets. In Cambodia, human capital
was seriously affected by the extermi-
nation of a generation of leaders.
Levels of health and education are
low and women shoulder heavy
responsibilities as a consequence of
male deaths during the protracted
civil war and genocide. Social capital
has been severely diminished by the
war, and democratic processes have
only recently been introduced.
Natural capital, especially forests and
fish, is increasingly being exploited.
Physical capital, particularly roads and
water supply, is inadequate and
schools and health posts are lacking.
Access to financial capital is restricted:
most loans are taken from relatives or
neighbors, and moneylenders charge
interest rates of up to 100% per
month. The structures and processes
that underpin this asset pentagon are
institutions, policies, legislation,
culture, and power relations, which
determine access, terms of exchange,
and returns; shape the livelihood
strategies of the poor; and govern
their outcomes.

The livelihoods approach is a way
of thinking about the objectives,
scope, and priorities for develop-

Achieving Sustainable
Livelihoods

5ADB MEKONG DEPARTMENT

The factors that influence
the role of aquatic
resources in rural
livelihoods include gender
and age, access and tenure,
institutional arrangements,
and market conditions.

5ADB MEKONG DEPARTMENT

characterize people’s lives in the
flooded area of the five provinces.
Then, it will design appropriate
interventions. The output of the TA
will be a feasibility study that builds
on the community organization
component of the Tonle Sap Environ-
mental Management Project. The
feasibility study will be carried out in
9 months, starting in March 2004. �
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I
n November 2002, ADB approved
a loan and supporting technical
assistance for the Tonle Sap
Environmental Management

Project, the aims of which are to
  • strengthen natural resource

management coordination and
planning,

  • organize communities for natural
resource management, and

  • build management capacity for
biodiversity conservation.
Activities toward organizing

communities for natural resource
management are scheduled to start
in 2004 within the framework of
three monitorable outputs.

Formulating an
Implementation Structure
The Project will review previous
approaches to community organiza-
tion for natural resource management
in the Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve,
refine a preferred approach in
consultation with nongovernment
organizations (NGOs), and detail
project activities to organize com-
munities. In each project province,
it will also train staff of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Forestry, and
Fisheries; Department of Environ-
ment; and the NGOs needed. After
collecting baseline information on
communities, the Project will define
a methodology for prioritizing them.
The criteria may include expressions
of interest, commitment, extent of
environmental degradation, and
occurence of conflict.

Organizing Communities for
Natural Resource Management

Awareness of the need to actively manage
ecosystems has been growing.

8 ADB MEKONG DEPARTMENT
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1 With finance from the Government of Belgium, since 1995, FAO has pioneered a project for Participatory Natural Resources
Management in the Tonle Sap Region. The first phase (1995–1998) conducted research and data collection on the flora and
fauna of the flooded forest ecosystem as well as the socioeconomics of fishing and border zone agricultural communities. Forest
resource management trials were initiated. The second phase (1998–2001) focused on developing and implementing forest
resource management by local communities within the Tonle Sap ecosystem but included activities in the surrounding rain-
fed agriculture and upland areas. The project’s activities for community-based natural resource management have focused on
community forestry mainly in upland forest areas, but some sites have also been involved in community organization in flooded
forest areas within the Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve. A third phase (2001–2003) focuses on expanding successful trials for
community-based natural resource management and beginning trials with community fisheries, taking advantage of recent
reforms in fisheries management. Emphasis throughout has been on supporting provincial line agencies.

2 Specifically, FAO would (i) conduct, in consultation with NGOs and in a spirit of shared decision making, a review of previous
approaches to community organization that have been applied in the Project area, for example by FAO and the Gesellschaft
für Technische Zusammenarbeit; (ii) refine, in consultation with NGOs, the preferred approach with reference to the indicative
approach given here; (iii) detail, in consultation with NGOs, project activities to organize communities for natural resource
management; (iv) marshal staff of the provincial line agencies and the NGOs required in the field; and (v) generally manage
the process of organizing communities for natural resource management in the Tonle Sap Biosphere Reserve. In refining the
preferred approach, FAO would prepare a comprehensive methodology and work plan and establish an integrated management
system comprising management tools such as hierarchy of objectives, tree analysis, stakeholder analysis, project (logical)
framework, work breakdown structure, bar chart, Gantt chart, organization responsibility chart, and individual task chart.

Empowering Communities
Trained provincial staff and NGOs
will then activate commune councils
and appropriate village-level struc-
tures (such as the village develop-
ment committees). Using ortho-
photomaps, through a participatory
process facilitated by contracted
NGOs, boundaries of community
fisheries and forestry areas will be
mapped. Boundaries that do not
bring equitable social and economic
benefits to the communities will be
revised by agreement among stake-
holders.

The community organization
activities that they will implement
annually in about 10–12 commu-
nities per province will comprise
workshops, training of trainers,
and social networking. Led by the
community fisheries development
units, the provincial offices of
agriculture, forestry and fisheries,
and Department of Environment—
in consultation with NGOs—will
also encourage communities to
formulate natural resource manage-
ment plans.

Evaluating Technical
Packages in Support of
Sustainable Livelihoods
The Project will survey previous
and ongoing approaches to
developing technical packages,
based on sustainable natural resource
management, and recommend
selected packages  for replication
or further development.1  These
may include (i) enhancing fish
productivity through hatcheries
or improved fishing gear design;
(ii) enhancing forestry productivity
through nurseries, agroforestry,
and roadside or village plantings;
(iii) improved technologies for
value-adding for fish and forestry
products; and (iv) disseminating
fuel-efficient stoves. �

1 Possibilities may exist for broad-scale application of select
packages under ADB’s proposed Tonle Sap Sustainable
Livelihoods Project.

P
roject activities to organize
communities for natural
resource management in the
Tonle Sap Biosphere

Reserve will concentrate in the
first year on appointing, in each
of the five project provinces, the
additional staff required in the
Department of Agriculture, For-
estry, and Fisheries, and the
Department of Environment;
improving office facilities; and
identifying
qualified non-
government
organizations
(NGOs) to
facilitate com-
munity organiza-
tion. It is
expected that
the Food and
Agriculture
Organization
(FAO) of the
United Nations1

will be ap-
pointed by
direct selection
to provide long-
term advisory
support.2

From the start of the second
year, in each project province,
16 staff members of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Forestry, and

General Approach to Community
Organization under the Tonle Sap
Environmental Management Project

Fisheries; 4 staff members of the
Department of Environment;
and 4–5 staff members of the
NGOs identified will be trained
in participatory approaches,
development of criteria for
selecting communities to orga-
nize, community organization,
participatory land use planning,
and preparation of natural
resource management plans.
The staff will be sensitized to

gender and development
concerns. FAO would conduct
on-the-job training, workshops,
and seminars.

9ADB MEKONG DEPARTMENT
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3 This baseline information will relate, for instance, to livelihoods, income-earning activities, levels of conflict over access to
natural resources, conflict resolution mechanisms, nature of indebtedness, households with female heads, ethnic minorities,
gender divisions of labor, patterns of control over fisheries activities, and training and extension needs.

The Project will collect
baseline information on communi-
ties to prioritize them, consider-
ing the particular needs of struc-
tures already set up for commu-
nity-based natural resource man-
agement.3 Information on commu-
nities collected in the process of
prioritizing targets will also serve
for project monitoring and
evaluation.

Organizing communities for
natural resource management will
begin with training and advice to
promote their cohesion. The
rights, responsibilities, and
customs of each community
structure will be detailed and
individual responsibilities clari-
fied. By the second year, the
process of boundary definition
and delineation will begin, using
ground survey techniques and the
orthophotomaps produced under
the Project, as they become
available. Areas of communal use,
including designated protection
areas and local fish sanctuaries,
will be delineated and boundaries
proposed for agreement through a
participatory consultative process.
Local techniques for demarcating
key boundaries will be applied.

After community structures are
established, weekly meetings will
be held with leaders, members of
village communities, representa-
tives of households with female
heads, and representatives of poor
households to familiarize them
with the objective, components,
and outputs of the Project; the
5-year Tonle Sap fisheries manage-
ment plan; and the evolving
regulatory framework. The meet-
ings will also offer advice on their
natural resource base, the rights of
different groups of users (which
will need to be identified and
documented using various meth-

ods), their roles and responsibili-
ties as community members, the
benefits of equal participation by
women, the need to form commu-
nity bylaws, and conflict resolu-
tion mechanisms. These weekly
meetings will require staff to travel
to the villages at times to meet the
community. About 6 months will
be required before the community
agrees on the approach to com-
munity-based natural resource
management and sufficient capac-
ity is created among community
leaders for patrolling, monitoring,
accounting, and bookkeeping.
Staff will then continue to interact
to encourage communities to
formulate natural resource man-
agement plans and build the
capacity of women to participate
in decision making.

Toward the end of the second
year, staff in each project province
will hold a participatory workshop
to publicize the results of commu-
nity organization and encourage
feedback. From the third year, the
Project will extend to other
communities. At the same time,
however, staff will have to backstop
the communities organized earlier.
Project staff will need to continu-
ously work in the field in training
and extension at the village level,
training women’s groups for full
participation, developing the
knowledge and skills of members
of community fisheries and com-
munity forestry groups, training
the community in participatory
demarcation of area boundaries,
promoting dynamic rules and
regulations that will reflect
changing scenarios as community-
based management systems become
stronger, encouraging resource
demarcation, and evolving
strategies for natural resource
management over time. �

Approach to Community Organization (continued from p. 9)
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• Fishers cooperate in
planning to increase or
conserve fish stocks.

• Fishers share the costs and
benefits of improved
management.

• Conflict management is
improved.

• The position of fishers
vis-à-vis other stakeholders
is enhanced by their being
organized.

• Fishers and the
Government are willing to
share information on and
their understanding of the
fisheries resources.

• Fishers are encouraged to
adopt a longer perspective.

• Enforcement of rules is
more effective since they
have a high level of
acceptance: accordingly,
compliance and self-
regulation are high.

Community-based
management of fisheries
resources is bound to play
an essential role in better
sector performance

Community-based
Management of
Natural Resources
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Background

ADB’s Second Water Week will be
held on 26–30 January 2004. The
event aims to stimulate knowledge
development in the water sector and
promote dialogue with development
partners on important water sector
issues. The Second Water Week will
focus on “Water for the Poor: Setting
the Rules and Finding the Money.”

Program

Tentative topics for discussion include
the following.
 • Community Participation or

Role of Civil Society
 • Economic Regulation
 • Governance
 • Innovative Financing
 • Large-Scale Private Sector

Participation
 • Millennium Development Goals
 • Small-Scale Private Independent

Providers
 • Tariffs
 • Transparent Subsidies
 • Update on Water for Asian Cities

Program
 • Water Rights
Examples of good practices and
lessons learned will be highlighted in
the sessions. A forum for dialogue
with nongovernment organizations
and field visits are also being planned.

Participants

Participation in the Second Water
Week is by invitation. Interested
parties can contact the coordinator.

Contact

Ellen Pascua
Water Policy Adviser/Water Week
Coordinator
Asian Development Bank
E-mail: epascua@adb.org

ADB
Water Week

11ADB MEKONG DEPARTMENT

ADB Water Week 2004
Water for the Poor: Setting the Rules and
Finding the Money
ADB Headquarters, Manila, Philippines
26–30 January 2004
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